Chairperson’s Welcome
NCWSA Virtual Assembly
May 16, 2020

Hello Dear Service Family,

Welcome to the first Virtual Northern California World Service Assembly. I am grateful we have this technology which enables us to continue to share our experience, strength, and hope – even in these challenging times.

The EXPERIENCE of our Twelve Steps, Traditions, Concepts and Warranties of Service offer us the STRENGTH to move through our fears, confusion, and uncertainty to realize our HOPE – a unified Assembly.

Tradition 1 – Our common welfare should come first; personal progress for the greatest number depends upon unity.

As we work today, I ask all of us to be kind, courteous, respectful, and generous. We are all members; volunteers doing the best we can in extraordinary circumstances.

Thank you for being willing to participate in this grand experiment!

Service in Unity
Darby T
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Panel 59
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